Biochemical and immunological characterization of neurofilaments in experimental neurofibrillary degeneration induced by aluminum.
In order to identify the protein composition of 10 nm neuronal filaments, we prepared enriched fractions of rabbit spinal neurons undergoing experimental neurofilamentous degeneration induced by aluminum. Electron microscopy of the isolated perikarya showed well-preserved, large perinuclear masses of neurofilaments, which were not found in similarly isolated control perikarya. Comparison of these glial-free fractions by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis revealed several-fold augmentation in the filament-enriched neurons of proteins migrating at 68,000 and 160,000 daltons, with an additional component at 200,000 daltons. Otherwise, the protein patterns were identical; no band was found at 51,000 daltons, the molecular weight assigned to the major proteins both of glial filaments and of a previously reported bovine brain filament preparation. An antiserum raised against the 160,000 dalton component of a modified bovine brain filament fraction produced specific and intense fluorescent staining of the aluminum-induced neurofilament bundles. Antibodies to the 51,000 dalton protein of brain filaments and to tubulin failed to stain the induced filaments. The results strongly support the hypothesis that both normal and aluminum-induced neuronal filaments are composed of 68,000, 160,000 and 200,000 dalton polypeptides and do not contain significant amounts of the 51,000 dalton filament protein. The likelihood of biochemical heterogeneity among organelles with similar morphology, namely the glial and neuronal filaments, is raised.